30th October 2017

REFERENCE NUMBER: MGOZ/MPU T43/2017
TENDER FOR THE SUPPLY, DELIVERY AND COMMISSIONING OF A LOW EMISSION VAN FOR THE CORPORATE SERVICES DIRECTORATE WITHIN THE MINISTRY FOR GOZO.

Clarification No. 1

Q1: Today’s tendencies are to produce smaller engines to have less emissions and a better fuel consumption. Is 1248cc turbo diesel producing 80bhp (59kW) acceptable considering that you were happy with an engine producing only 70bhp?

A1: As per Section 4 – Technical Specifications Article 2 – Engine stating that “The engine shall not be less than a 1.4 litre (1400 cc) Turbo Diesel Engine”. Hence vehicles with an engine less than 1400cc (1.4 litres) will not be accepted.

All other terms and conditions remains the same.